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Name
edwin loftin

Phone
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Email
edwin.loftin@parrishmed.com

Position
SVP Integrated and Acute Care Services / CNO

Organization Name
Parrish Medical Center

APSS

What Patient Safety Challenge does your Commitment address?
Challenge 3D - Pediatric adverse drug events

Commitment Name
Pediatric Adverse Drug Events - Update - 11.20.2019

How many hospitals are represented in this commitment?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Report</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did you download and use the APSS in tandem with your action plan?
Yes
If yes, was the APSS valuable?
No

Commitment Details

Commitment Update
Increase our standing order sets and protocols for each admitting diagnosis; continue to monitor and report CPOE/DSS; Pharmacists will continue to participate in daily Multidisciplinary rounds, use of BCMP and double checks prior to dispensing; enhance and improve compliance with handover communication process for all levels of transition; continued maintenance of smart drug infusion pumps/libraries that include peds drug concentrations related to all weight ranges; maintain individual pharmacist practice for ensuring correct concentration/infusion rate and pump capabilities are assessed. Will continue to use a collaborative approach for educating and training on the prescription, preparation, dispensing and administration of medications to children.

Please describe any best practices your organization has learned through your commitment and share valuable lessons or challenges that were overcome. Partner with Nemours Children's Hospital, review and implement as appropriate ISMP recommendations.

Action Plan

Impact Details

Lives Saved

Next, make a prediction (goal) of your lives saved in the next 12 months. We’ll give you the opportunity to update us next year on the actuals:
2

Lives Spared Harm:
85

Methodology for Determining Lives Saved:
Number of adverse drug events divided by number of pediatric inpatient admissions (includes observation patients).

Acknowledgement
Yes, I acknowledge that this commitment may be used for external communication and publicly announced at the World Patient Safety, Science & Technology Summit. Furthermore, I agree that this commitment may appear on the website of The Patient Safety Movement Foundation.
Movement Foundation or the Masimo Foundation. I also give permission for my
commitment to be used in support of the promotion of the World Patient Safety, Science &
Technology Summit as well as The Patient Safety Movement initiative.